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Abstract

Cartesian routing is a novel packet routing methodology in which a packet's route is determined by the position of

the router relative to that of the destination. Cartesian routing di�ers from existing provider-based unicast routing in

that routing tables are unnecessary since communications are topologically dependent, thereby potentially reducing

router and network overheads. For example, routing decisions, which can take O(log(n)) to O(n) time using routing

tables is reduced to O(1) in Cartesian routing. This paper describes Cartesian routing for unicast communications

within a local or metropolitan environment (e.g., limited areas, including buildings, suburbs, and small towns that

exhibit an anthropogenic ordering) using two-dimensional address structures, such as latitude and longitude. A Car-

tesian network is constructed from two types of router: collector (for horizontal communications) and arterial (for both

`horizontal' and `vertical' communications). Cartesian routing requires minimal state: typically, routers need only know

their location and the reachability of arterial routers on their collector. The paper also shows how the proposed 128-bit

IPv6 address structure is an ideal candidate for Cartesian addresses. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Existing hierarchical routing schemes, employ-
ing distance vector routing and link state routing,
require the exchange of routing information to
construct routing tables [1]. As networks grow in
size, the memory requirements for the routing ta-
bles and the time taken to search the tables in-
crease proportionally [11]. Further, as the
popularity of computer networks increases, the
size of the address space can become a limiting

factor [7]. Although many Internet routers employ
specialized caches to hold recently-used addresses,
table search times can degenerate to O(log(n)) 1

and O(n), for ordered and unordered tables, re-
spectively [2,10].

Cartesian routing overcomes many of the
problems associated with hierarchical routing
schemes: there are no routing tables, minimal state
information is exchanged between routers, route
calculation is neither memory nor CPU intensive,
and the address space is virtually limitless, given
the 128-bit IPv6 address structure [3].
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The Cartesian routing methodology is based
upon two distinct co-operative linear routing al-
gorithms and is intended primarily for local or
metropolitan communications (i.e., communica-
tions within a limited area such as a building,
suburb, or small town). These algorithms require
each router to maintain minimal state information
and are designed to minimize router complexity
and the time required to formulate routing deci-
sions. These routers keep, forward, and discard
packets by comparing their location (for example,
a ¯oor and o�ce number, or a latitude and lon-
gitude) with the packet's destination address, ex-
pressed in the same units as the router's location;
routing tables are neither required nor used. As a
result, routing decisions can be made in O(1) time,
without the need for specialized hardware.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, a linear routing methodology
for a one-dimensional topology is described, as it
is the basis of both Cartesian routing methodolo-
gies. Section 3 examines the Cartesian routing al-
gorithms, in terms of the permissible topologies,
addressing, and network interconnection. The
steps involved in initializing a Cartesian network
are examined in Section 4, while the fault tolerant
aspects of the routing algorithms are discussed in
Section 5. The Cartesian address structure must be
large enough to represent a router's horizontal and
vertical location, Section 6 shows the applicability
of the IPv6 address structure to Cartesian routing.
The paper concludes with a summary of this re-
search and a description of current research ac-
tivities.

2. Linear routing

The fundamental principles of Cartesian rout-
ing can be illustrated using a linear routing algo-
rithm in an one-dimensional network topology. In
this topology, each router is associated with two
ports (east and west), allowing it to connect to, at
most, two other routers. Every router is bound to
a unique address and maintains no state infor-
mation other than this address. The routing algo-
rithm, originally described in [5], is the basis of the
Commkit Wide Area Network [6].

Linear routing is achieved in the network by
imposing an ordering on the routers which is based
upon the unique router addresses; for example,
west-to-east in ascending order (unless otherwise
speci®ed, west is always considered `less than'
east). When a packet is to be transmitted on the
network, the transmitting router's layer 3 (Net-
work/Internet layer) determines the packet's initial
direction by examining the destination address. If
this is less than the router's address, the packet is
queued for transmission on the west port, other-
wise on the east port:

wait_for_pkt(&port, &packet);
if (packet .longitude < router .lon-

gitude)

if (port � � EAST)

forward(WEST, &packet);
else

discard(&packet);
else

if (packet .longitude > router .lon-

gitude)

if (port � � WEST)

forward(EAST, &packet);
else

discard(&packet);
else

keep(&packet);

The forward() function queues the packet on
the speci®ed port for subsequent transmission,
while the keep() function passes the packet to a
higher layer for subsequent processing.
Discard() can operate in one of two ways:

the packet can be discarded without informing the
source; or, alternatively, a control packet can be
returned to the source, indicating that the intended
destination does not exist. If a control packet is
used, it is necessary to modify discard() so that
control packets destined for non-existant destina-
tions are also discarded.

This algorithm maintains minimal state since it
is not necessary for a router to `know' the ad-
dresses or locations of any other routers on the
network. Should a router be removed, other rou-
ters are not informed. The addition of a new router
must ensure that the address ordering is main-
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tained; it is not necessary to inform other routers
of the addition. The constant number of compar-
isons used, yields a O(1) cost per routing opera-
tion.

3. Cartesian routing

Linear routing, despite its simplicity, exhibits a
number of limitations. For example, packets must
visit all routers between the source and destination
routers, and short-cutting between non-adjacent
routers is not permitted since it would violate the
routing algorithm. Furthermore, dividing a single,
large linear network into several smaller ones is
also problematic, since linear routing does not
support communications between distinct linear
networks.

These limitations can be overcome by con-
structing a two-dimensional (Cartesian) network
from horizontal and vertical linear networks. To
achieve this, three extensions to the linear network
topology are necessary:
· A Cartesian topology is composed of two or

more horizontal `subnetworks', or collectors,
consisting of routers connected horizontally,
and sharing a common horizontal identi®er,
such as latitude. Collectors are interconnected
by one or more vertical subnetworks, or arteri-
als, consisting of routers connected vertically;
arterials need not share a common vertical iden-
ti®er.

· The address structure must indicate the location
of a router in two dimensions; that is, the rout-
er's location is speci®ed in terms of its horizon-
tal and vertical positions, such as latitude and
longitude.

· There are two types of routers: collector and ar-
terial. A collector router has two horizontal
ports, while an arterial router has two horizon-
tal ports and, typically, a minimum of two ver-
tical ports. Each router type has its own
routing algorithm, variants of the linear routing
algorithm described in Section 2.

Although the Cartesian routing algorithm can
apply to any ordered, two-dimensional topology
of horizontal and vertical connections (e.g., o�ces
on a ¯oor and ¯oors in a building), the remainder

of the paper will assume that collectors run east±
west and arterials run north±south in a ``geo-
graphical'' address space.

3.1. Topology

The topology of a Cartesian network is dictated
by router connectivity and ordering, meaning that:
· There must be at least one path between the

most northerly collector and the most southerly;
this ensures that there is a route between any
two communicating entities on the network.

· A packet must be discarded as soon as a router
determines that the packet's destination address
does not exist.
How the above requirements are supported is

summarized in the following sections.

3.1.1. Basic arterial/collector connectivity
In a Cartesian network, every arterial must in-

tersect with each collector it passes at an arterial
router. There are two reasons for this requirement.

First, if a collector fails to connect to an arte-
rial, packets can be discarded incorrectly. In Fig.
1, packets destined for collector router C via router
A1 and forwarded to router A2 will always be
discarded by router A2, since router C is `south' of
router A2. Similarly, packets for router C sent
from router A2 to router A1 will always be dis-

Fig. 1. Collector Y2 without an arterial router on X2 (Collec-

tors are dotted lines, while arterials are solid.)
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carded by router A1, since router C is `north' of
router A1. The solution is to ensure that the to-
pology is designed so that each collector has an
arterial router for every arterial, as shown in Fig.
2.

The second reason is best illustrated by con-
sidering the situation in which one or more arte-
rials terminate without connecting to a collector.
In Fig. 3, four arterials terminate without their
most northerly routers connecting to a common
collector. If a packet destined for router A4 (lon-
gitude 0) is sent north on the arterial at longitude
ÿ30, when the packet reaches the northernmost
router, it will be discarded since there is no col-
lector running east±west. One possible solution is
to modify the routing algorithm to allow the

packet to be forwarded backwards to an arterial
that can forward the packet along a collector. Not
only does this require signi®cant changes to the
entire routing algorithm, it also adds to network
tra�c as the packet retraces its route. The solution
adopted, illustrated in Fig. 4, is to ensure that all
unconnected arterial routers are connected to a
common collector.

3.1.2. Oscillating and circulating packets
An apparent alternative to the topology re-

strictions described above is to allow both collec-
tor and arterial routers to forward packets in
directions counter to what is permitted; for ex-
ample, an arterial router forwarding a packet east
or west rather than discarding it, or a collector or
arterial router forwarding a packet out the port
from which it was just received. These alternatives
can cause network instability should a destination
not exist:
1. A packet sent to an address between two rou-

ters (either collectors or arterials) will oscillate
inde®nitely.

2. A packet sent to an address that lies between
two collectors and two arterials will circulate in-
de®nitely.

Oscillating and circulating packets can be detected
with a packet hop-count or time-to-live; the packet
can be discarded when its hop-count limit is
reached. However, since the Cartesian routing al-
gorithm does not permit packets to retrace their
routes and by discarding packets as soon as the
destination is determined to be missing, the packet
hop-count ®eld and its associated processing is
unnecessary.

Fig. 2. Collector router C is now reachable via arterial X2.

Fig. 3. Worst-case packet path with modi®ed routing algo-

rithm.

Fig. 4. Connecting arterial routers with a collector.
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3.1.3. Virtual arterials
Although an arterial is not permitted to bypass

a collector, there could be situations where it may
be physically impossible for an arterial to span two
collectors. In these situations it is necessary to al-
low arterial tra�c to cross a collector to reach an
arterial router for subsequent forwarding to the
intended destinations. The segments of a collector
employed in this manner are referred to as virtual
arterials. In Fig. 5, the collector between A1 and
A2 is used as an arterial for any southbound
packets received by A1. However, any northbound
packets received by A1 are routed over A1's
physical arterial leading north.

3.2. Collector routers

A collector router is essentially the same as a
linear router, with one major exception: packet
destinations can be on a separate linear (collector)
network.

3.2.1. Initial packet direction
The destination of a packet transmitted on a

collector is either on the same collector or on a
di�erent one; the routing of the packet is deter-
mined by examinating the packet's destination
address: a destination on the same collector has
the same latitude as the transmitting router,
whereas a destination on a di�erent collector will
have a di�erent latitude. If the destination is on the
same collector, the packet is transmitted according
to the rules associated with the linear router.

However, if the destination is on a di�erent
collector, the collector router attempts to forward
the packet in the direction of an arterial that leads
to the destination. Forwarding to an arterial
router requires that each collector router main-
tains two arterial direction indicators or ADIs: one
showing the state of the eastern arterial, the other,
the state of the western arterial (see Fig. 6). Col-
lector routers not situated between arterials also
have two ADIs, although only the one pointing in
the direction of the arterial speci®es the initial
packet direction.

When deciding a packet's initial direction, the
router ®rst compares the packet's longitudinal
destination address with its own address. The
packet can be forwarded in the direction of the
destination if the ADI indicates an arterial router
in the same direction; otherwise, the packet must
be forwarded in the opposite direction. (If both
ADIs indicate that there are no arterials connected
to the collector, the packet is discarded.) Since
collector routers have no knowledge of the net-
work's topology, the routing algorithm attempts
to minimize the packet's path by forwarding the
packet in the `general direction' of the destination.
It is assumed that in most cases, this approach is
more likely to result in a shorter path than for-
warding the packet in the opposite direction.

3.2.2. Packet routing
Packets can arrive on either port of a collector

router. Packets intended for a di�erent latitude are
forwarded out the `opposite' port from which they
are received; the initial direction is determined by a
packet's source router inspecting the ADI. Col-
lector routers do not examine their ADIs when
forwarding a packet to the arterial; this avoids
in®nite packet circulation between two adjacent
collector routers with ADIs that point to a non-

Fig. 5. Example of a virtual arterial (dashed line).

Fig. 6. Collector router ADIs (shown above and below each

collector router).
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existant arterial router situated between them.
When the packet's destination latitude is the same
as the router's latitude, the linear routing algo-
rithm is employed to determine whether the packet
should be kept, forwarded, or discarded.

3.3. Arterial routers

Inter-collector transmissions take place across
an arterial. If a packet's destination is on a dif-
ferent collector, it must be sent across the source
collector to an arterial router which directs the
packet in the direction of the destination's collec-
tor.

Arterial routers are responsible for routing
packets from one collector to another across the
arterial. The routing algorithm for arterial routers
is based upon the collector routing algorithm but
is slightly more complex since packets can arrive
from four possible directions (north, south, east,
or west). To prevent packet oscillation, a packet
can be forwarded in any direction other than the
one from which it arrived. If the destination lati-
tude is not equal to that of the arterial router, the
packet must be forwarded north or south; other-
wise it is forwarded east or west.

The arterial routing algorithm can be written as
follows:

wait_for_pkt(&port, &packet);
if (packet .latitude � � router

.latitude)

if (packet .longitude � � router

.longitude)

keep(&packet); /* Destination

is this node */

else

switch(port)

f
case EAST:

if (packet .longitude < router

.longitude)

forward(WEST, &packet);
else

discard(&packet);
break;

case WEST:

if (packet .longitude > router

.longitude)

forward(EAST, &packet);
else

discard(&packet);
break;

default:/* From North or South ±

determine forwarding direction */

forward(calculate_direction
(packet .longitude), &packet);

g
else

if (packet .latitude < router .lati-

tude)

if (port !� SOUTH)

forward(SOUTH, &packet);
else

discard(&packet); /* From South

:Destination is south of node */

else

if (port !� NORTH)

forward(NORTH, &packet);
else

discard(&packet); /* From North

:Destination is north of node */

If the packet's destination latitude is the same as
that of the router and the packet is received on
either arterial port (north or south), the packet
must be forwarded east or west. The decision
about which direction to forward the packet is
determined in calculate_direction(),
which employs the linear routing algorithm, re-
turning EAST or WEST, depending upon the value
of the packet's destination longitude and the lon-
gitude of the arterial router. Packets with desti-
nation latitudes that are outside the bounds of the
network; that is, more northerly or more southerly
than the limits of the network, are discarded by the
boundary arterial routers.

3.3.1. Reachability
In those situations where an arterial router does

not have a physical connection across an arterial
to another arterial router, it is necessary to employ
virtual arterials. The virtual arterial allows an ar-
terial router to send a packet across a collector to
another arterial for forwarding towards the in-
tended destination. Before a virtual arterial can be
used, an arterial router must maintain a state that
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indicates whether an arterial can be reached tra-
versing a collector and what directions are asso-
ciated with the remote arterial (i.e., north, south,
both, or neither). This state is referred to as
reachability. Each arterial maintains the reach-
ability of its east and west collectors, as shown in
Fig. 7.

An arterial router's reachability is similar to a
collector router's ADI, in that it gives the direction
of an arterial. However, reachability di�ers in that
it is used while a packet is traversing the network,
as opposed to when a packet is about to be put
onto the network.

3.4. Reducing path lengths

A Cartesian network topology is a grid of
horizontal collectors and vertical arterials. All
paths taken by packets between collector networks
run horizontally (on a collector to an arterial),
then vertically (across an arterial), and, ®nally,
horizontally (on the destination collector). Al-
though the vertical distance cannot be altered, di-
agonal connections between arterial routers can
in¯uence the horizontal distance travelled.

Since arterial routers have a single northbound
and a single southbound connection, little is
gained by connecting two arterial routers diago-
nally. However, by permitting arterial routers to
support connections to more than one arterial
router on an adjacent collector (i.e., north or
south), it is possible to avoid some of the hori-
zontal forwarding delays within a collector.

The approach that requires minimal state in-
formation is to limit the maximum number of ar-
terial connections from an arterial router to six
(three north and three south), where each arterial
connection is either less-than, equal-to, or greater-
than the arterial router's longitudinal address. The

arterial router can queue packets for north and
south, as well as for north-west, north-east, south-
west, and south-east.

If the network topology is such that there are
few, if any, arterial routers due north or due south
of each other, an alternate stateless design could
have four connections per arterial router. In this
implementation, the result of comparing the
router's longitude with the packet's destination
longitude is either less-than or greater-than-or-
equal-to. A packet can be queued north-less-than,
north-greater-than-or-equal-to, south-less-than, or
south-greater-than-or-equal-to.

Any bene®ts associated with the above ap-
proaches can be lost when sending a packet to a
destination that is slightly to the east or west of the
arterial router closest to the destination. In these
cases, the packet must overshoot, then be routed
back, to the destination. This limitation can be
overcome by modifying the six-arterial connection
algorithm so that instead of comparing the desti-
nation longitude with the longitude of the arterial
router, the destination longitude is compared with
the eastern and western median longitudes on the
adjacent collector. The median longitudes are the
median points between the three arterial routers
on the adjacent (i.e., north or south) collectors (see
Fig. 8).

The values of the median points (both north
and south) can be supplied to each router when the
topology is created, or can be created dynamically
during network initialization.

Fig. 7. Reachability: R.direction� 0jNjSjNS.

Fig. 8. Median longitudes for arterial router Ax.
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4. Network Initialization

The ADIs, virtual arterials, and reachability can
be assigned statically when a network's topology is
de®ned, or dynamically when the network is ini-
tialized. Dynamic initialization is more appropri-
ate since it o�ers a more accurate picture of the
current state of the network while lending itself to
dynamic network recon®guration and fault toler-
ance. Initially, all collector router ADIs and arte-
rial router reachability state is unde®ned.

4.1. Collectors

Each collector router is responsible for updat-
ing both of its ADIs. During its initialization, a
collector router polls its eastern and western
neighbours with an arterial-which-way or AWW
control message.

If the neighbour (another collector router or an
arterial router) `knows' that an arterial can be
reached in the direction the AWW is taking, an
arterial-this-way or ATW control message is re-
turned; the neighbour only responds if it knows
the current state of the arterial. The ATW control
message indicates whether there is an arterial and
if it leads to the north (ATW.N), south (ATW.S),
both (ATW.NS), or neither (ATW.0). The ADI
associated with the port from which the ATW has
been received is updated with the value of the
ATW. The ATW is then forwarded out the `op-
posite' port.

4.2. Arterials

An arterial router can have physical connec-
tions on its arterials (north and south) and on its
collectors (east and west); the state of the arterial
router must be conveyed out its collectors and
arterials. When an arterial router determines that
it has at least one physical connection (north,
south, or both), it issues an ATW control message
out all of its arterials and collectors. The ATW
control message carries the current state of the
arterial router's arterial connections: one of north
(ATW.N), south (ATW.S), both (ATW.NS), or
neither (ATW.0); the most northerly and most
southerly arterial routers issue ATW.S and

ATW.N control messages out their southbound
and northbound links, respectively.

An ATW can arrive at an arterial router from
any arterial or either collector. When an ATW
arrives from an arterial, the arterial router knows
that it has a physical connection in that direction.
An ATW from a collector indicates that there is a
virtual arterial in the direction from which the
packet has been received; the contents of the ATW
indicate whether the virtual arterial leads to the
north, south, both, or neither. The arterial router's
reachability is updated to the value of the ATW
that is received from the incoming collector. In
order to determine the state of any virtual con-
nections, each arterial router issues an AWW
control message out its collector ports. The adja-
cent routers are expected to respond when their
connection state is known.

An incoming ATW is always processed by the
receiving arterial router. Whether the processing
results in another ATW being sent to any or all of
the `other' ports depends upon the state of the
router prior to its receiving the incoming ATW
and the router's subsequent state. The state of the
router is determined by its reachability and its
physical connections.

For example, in Fig. 9, arterial router A has a
physical connection to the south but has no
reachability information. If an ATW.N arrives
from the west, it means that the western collector
has a virtual connection to the north. Since the
arterial router has no physical connection to the
north and (prior to the arrival of the ATW), could
not reach the north via the collectors, the arterial
routers to the south must be informed with an
ATW.N that there is now a path to the north.
Similarly, an ATW must be sent out the eastern
collector; in this case, the indication is NS, since
there is both a path to the north and the south.

Fig. 9. State of router A prior to arrival of ATW.NS.
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Finally, as shown in Fig. 10, the reachability to the
west changes from 0 to N.

A similar cycle takes place for all the ATWs
that are received by an arterial router. Packets can
be routed o� a collector (i.e., to the north or
south), once an arterial router has a physical or
virtual path to the north and south. An arterial
router does not respond to AWW control mes-
sages until it has determined its reachability and
the state of its arterial connections.

5. Fault tolerance

A Cartesian network with more than one arte-
rial will have redundant physical and virtual paths
between all arterial routers. The impact on the
overall network of the failure of an arterial, a
collector, or a router depends upon these redun-
dancies.

5.1. Collector failure and recovery

Whenever a collector router detects a change of
state in its connection, it must inform its neigh-
bours. The failure of a collector or a collector
router causes the adjacent collector router(s) to
change their ADI for that port to `0' and to issue

an ATW.0 out the opposite port (see Fig. 11).
When the path between the two collector routers is
re-established, they are responsible for forwarding
the value of their ADI associated with the opposite
port as an ATW. In both cases, each collector
router that receives an ATW updates its ADI ac-
cordingly and forwards the ATW with its value
unchanged.

5.2. Arterial failure and recovery

The state of an arterial router depends upon its
reachability and its physical connections. The
router's state can change when it receives an ATW
or detects a physical failure. Should the router's
state change, it may be required to send an ATW
out its arterials, its collectors, or both.

In Fig. 7, if A1's southbound arterial fails, it
must forward an ATW.0 out its eastern port (i.e.,
the collector leading to A2); A1's reachability does
not change (meaning that the ADIs of the collector
routers to the west of A1 need not be updated). All
collector routers that receive the ATW.0 must
update their ADIs from `S' to `0', since A1 no
longer has a path to the south.

When the ATW.0 reaches A2, A2 must change
its western reachability from R.W� S to R.W� 0.
There is no need to inform the collector routers on
the collector between A2 and A3, since their
western ADI's and the reachability of A3 refer to
`NS', the paths support by A2.

Should A1's southbound arterial recover, A1
must send an ATW.S out its eastern port. As with
the previous transmission of the ATW.0, the col-
lector routers must update their ADI's and A2
must change its reachability from R.W� 0 to
R.W� S.

5.3. Islands

A collector is a potential single point of failure.
When a collector fails, all communications for
routers on the same latitude but beyond the failure
cease, since packets for destinations on a collector
cannot be routed o� the collector. In those situa-
tions where a collector is reduced to a single ar-
terial router and the arterial router has no physical

Fig. 10. State of router A after arrival of ATW.NS.

Fig. 11. Collector router actions after a collector failure is de-

tected.
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north or south connections, the collector is said to
be an island.

6. IPv6 geographic addresses

A barrier to the adoption of Cartesian routing
is the availability of an addressing structure. Many
limited areas, such as o�ces, campuses, or even
metropolitan areas often exhibit a natural ordering
that ®t naturally into an ordering that lends itself
to Cartesian routing. On a larger scale, routers and
other devices can be identi®ed by latitude and
longitude. The availability of low-cost GPS re-
ceivers would allow these routers to `learn' their
location.

Latitude and longitude are commonly expressed
in terms of degrees, minutes (60 min in a degree),
and seconds (60 s in a minute); with longitude
spanning 180°W (ÿ180) to 180°E (�180) through
0°, and latitude 90°S (ÿ90) to 90°N (�90). When
longitude and latitude are expressed in terms of
seconds, they require 21 and 20 bits of storage,
respectively. The existing 32-bit Internet address
structure is insu�cient to represent both longitude
and latitude with accuracies of more than 5 and 10
s, respectively (ignoring the storage required for
the packet class). A geographic address structure
for the 32-bit IP address structure is described in
[9]; however, it is limited to the continental United
States. In [4], a design for storing geographic ad-
dresses in the DNS is proposed using 256 byte
strings.

6.1. IPv6 address structure

The IPv6 address structure is 128 bits in length.
As with IPv4, some of the bits in the address
structure are pre®x-bits, equivalent to the packet
class, used to identify the address type. IPv6 sup-
ports from 3 to 10 pre®x-bits; for example, 010, is
reserved for aggregatable global unicast addresses,
11111111, for multicast addresses, and 000010,
for IPX allocation. Geographic addresses have the
3-bit pre®x 100.

With only a 3-bit pre®x, geographic addresses
have 125 bits remaining to represent an object's
location. Although the organization and subse-

quent interpretation of these bits has yet to be ®-
nalized, three possible structures are presented and
considered.

6.1.1. Complete geographic
At one extreme, the entire 125 bits could be

devoted to representing an object's location. Since
latitude refers to the complete globe and longitude
a hemisphere, a location could be divided into a
63-bit longitude and a 62-bit latitude. Since the
equatorial circumference of the Earth is 40,075
km, and the polar circumference is 39940 km, a
single geographic address would identify an area
approximately 4� 10ÿ10 cm by 4� 10ÿ10 cm at the
equator.

As this is probably more accurate than can be
justi®ed, devoting all 125 bits to identifying an
object's location is excessive, suggesting that other
structures be considered.

6.1.2. Aggregatable address
The IPv6 aggregatable global unicast addresses

are divided into two 64-bit structures: three `ag-
gregator levels' (totalling 61 bits), and an interface
id (64 bits). The interface id uniquely identi®es an
interface that is connected to a link. If the geo-
graphic address were to support a 64-bit interface
identi®er, there would be 61 bits remaining to
represent the latitude and longitude of an object.

Given the relationship between latitude and
longitude, the 61 bits available could be divided
into a 31-bit longitude and 30-bit latitude. At the
equator, a 31-bit longitude and 30-bit latitude
would identify an area approximately 2 cm by 1.8
cm.

6.1.3. Interface identi®er
A third approach is to combine the IPv6 ag-

gregatable global unicast address with a geo-
graphic address as the interface identi®er.

In the proposed 64-bit interface identi®er
structure, most identi®ers are expected to conform
to IEEE EUI-64 [8]. Other address structures, such
as the IEEE 802 48-bit address, can be supported;
in the case of the 48-bit MAC address, the address
is divided in half, with the 16-bit hexadecimal
value FFFE separating the two halves.
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In keeping with the representation of 48-bit
MAC addresses in EUI-48, an object's location
could be represented by 48 bits; for example, 24-
bits for latitude and 24-bits for longitude. If these
values are used, the equatorial area identi®ed by
the addresses would be some 2:4� 102 cm by
1:2� 102 cm.

7. Summary

A limitation of existing hierarchical routing
schemes is the size and maintenance of the routing
tables. A typical layer 3 hierarchical router re-
quires between O(n) (for an unsorted routing ta-
ble) and O(log(n)) (for a sorted routing table) to
®nd a network address in its routing table, al-
though this can decrease using caching and other
techniques. This paper has proposed an alternative
to hierarchical routing, known as Cartesian rout-
ing; routing packets based upon the packet's des-
tination location, relative to that of each router. In
addition to eliminating the storage requirements
for routing tables, a Cartesian router requires O(1)
time to determine how it should dispose of an in-
coming packet.

The routing algorithm relies upon a structured
topology with routers assuming speci®c roles
based upon their position within the network. By
restricting the topology of the network to hori-
zontal (collector) and vertical (arterial) links,
minimal state is required. Packets are kept, for-
warded, or discarded as each router compares its
address with the packet's destination address; as a
result, the algorithm eliminates the need for rout-
ing tables.

Allowing an arterial node to have multiple ar-
terial links both north and south, and by using
collectors as virtual arterials, a degree of fault
tolerance is achieved. As long as a path exists for a
packet between two routers, communications can
be maintained. When an arterial router's physical
connections to the north, or south, or both, fail, it
can continue as an arterial router using its hori-
zontal virtual arterials, as speci®ed by the router's
reachability. A link failure within a collector or the
failure of a collector router is fault intolerant

should a packet's path cross the failed link or
router.

A limited number of control messages is re-
quired when initializing the network and to handle
network faults. To allow packet transmission to
destinations on di�erent collectors, all collector
routers maintain a pair of ADIs. Each ADI is
associated with one of the router's ports (east or
west) and indicates whether an arterial can be
reached via that port. The value of each ADI is
determined when the router receives an ATW
control message from one of its ports. As part of a
collector router's initialization sequence, it issues
an AWW control message; the response to which
is an ATW. Arterial routers are responsible for
informing their neighbours with ATWs should a
state change occur because of a change in its
connectivity.

Prior to the development of IPv6 and its 128-bit
address structure, identifying an object by its lo-
cation was not easily achievable using IP, since the
32-bit address o�ered too coarse a resolution.
However, with 128 bits, geographic locations can
easily be represented by encoding a location as a
latitude and longitude pair; three possible enco-
dings were considered, giving equatorial accuracies
of about 10ÿ10, 1 and 102 cm2.

The principal limitation associated with the
routing algorithm is its requirement for a struc-
tured topology. New stations can be added in an
ad hoc fashion; however, they must join an exist-
ing network and be placed in a unique location
with their address being speci®c to the location in
question. Other networks exhibit rules regarding
the addition of new stations: the Ethernet requires
a minimum station separation and all networks
require stations to associate with unique unicast
addresses.

In addition to the issue of the required topolo-
gy, the possible penetration or acceptance of
Cartesian routing will depend upon a number of
factors, including:
· Changes in the concept of what constitutes a `pro-

vider'. At present, providers are not associated
with geographic regions, and in some cases, sev-
eral providers can share a common region. As a
result, routing within a region may be restricted
to an area that is serviced by a single provider.
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Alternatively, organizations within a region may
opt to select a single geographic provider.

· Adaptation of existing networks to handle Carte-
sian routing. The existing Internet exhibits no to-
pological structure that could be considered as
suitable for geographic routing. If existing net-
works are to support geographic routing, it will
be necessary either to rewire them or to employ
techniques such as tunnelling.

At present, the authors are implementing a visual
representation of the Cartesian routing algo-
rithms. Possible hardware designs of the collector
and arterial router algorithms are being explored
with the objective being a limited area demon-
stration. Two techniques for linking Cartesian
networks in a larger geographic area are currently
under development and will be described in sub-
sequent papers.
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